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ABSTRACT

We study the localization length and fractal dimensionality

of vave functions in the random diagonal and off-diagonal Anderson

model. This preliminary study is intended to establish how much

connection between these two magnitudes existsand how they 'behave at

the transition from the localized to extended regimes both in these

random models as well as in the incommensurate models such as Aubry's,
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Wave functions in disordered and incommenaurate models show some very

similar, fragmented behaviour as function of the position, in/ recent paper, Soukoul
1) "

and Econoraou suggest that they may be fractal objects and they give a

certain definition of fractal dimensionality which will be discussed below.

Another quantity usually associated with the wave function is ita localisation
, the

length (different definitions for that appear in/literature). For extended

states the fractal dimensionality (d) is 1 (in 1-d) and the localization

length is infinite. For localized states the fractal dimensionality is less

than 1 (in 1-d) and the localization length (X) is finite. An intermediate
2) 1)

type of states has also been recently mentioned * , which looks like

connected localized packets for which the values of d and X have not been

discussed yet. We make this preliminary study in order to understand how much

connection exists between \ and d f independently of the model and to see

which is the behaviour of these two parameters through the transition from

localized to extended states.
2)

In our previous work we have studied the wave function as a function

of position/simply iterating its equation of motion (for a given eigenvalue,

previously determined)

t l|> + t U* ~ £ ^ . {-.I.
n-l,n n-1 n,n+l n+1 n n IJ-J

Here t is the hopping parameter connecting sites i and J, E is the
i j • n

diagonal coefficient which contains the eigenvalue us (e = w - E ) and the
n n

random or incommensurate potential on the site and ljr is the wave function
J

to be determined. We started with a given site n, taking as Initial values

+n = 1 (normalization condition) and it , - <i> = a (condition on the first

derivative at the origin). We have to imjmse these two conditions as the

equations of motion for J< is the discrete version of a second order equation. With
• 2)

this method we obtained well the extended states and the intermediate states

but for the i.joulized states, besides the certain region where a localized

packet appeared, we were obtaining exponentially increasing tails. This, we think,

is due to the fact that with our statement of the initial conditions we pick up

both the decreasing and the increasing solutions . In order to eliminate

these increasing tails (and therefore, being able to calculate d and \} we

implemented the following procedure. The models we study here are tight-

binding 1-d with nearest neighbour interactions, therefore a set of equations

of motion is a tridiagonal matrix:

-1
= 0

( 2 )
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= 0 (3)

= 0

and the similar set to the left.

We leave aside the equation for a site 0. In the second one we

replace ^ with what is obtained for it from the third equation, therefore

connecting 0 with 2 and 3. Next we eliminate £ and so on. Finally,

we arrive at

In order to check our numerical procedure we studied the localization

of wave functions In the diagonal Anderson model (e - ID - E with

W " V "

—~ <e < — ) and randomly distributed in this interval with equal probability.

It is now well established that in this model all states are localized for any

F'br u = 0 Thouless has analytically estimated that
finite W

X = A( 3/W,,)2 with A
7)

96 {for W small). Further numerical calculations

by Czycholl et al. " confirm this relation and give A = 10U ± 1. In Fig.2

we give our results (X is obtained as the mean square dispersion of the

localized peak of the wave function around its mean value). We get the

exponent correctly and A = 103 ± 1.

*-l*0

with the following recursion relationsr

(5)

t n-1 n-1
n

(6)
n+l

n-1

with the initial values;

the following conditions
V V

1 (normalization):
'V V Ol M e x t w e

, = a
n+l

at a

The second condition is the matchingsite n which is sufficiently far away.

of the zero derivative at infinity of^smoothly connected function. Mext we go

back with the recursion relations up to sites -1 and 1 and try to satisfy

Eq.(5) together with Eq.(2) for the eigenvalue. In this way the increasing

solution is eliminated. In Figs.la-e, we show the explicit behaviour of

the wave function at the transition from localized to extended. They correspond

to the Aubry model, namely e^ = V Q cosan. It has been stated that for

a irrational (we take a = JTi - 1) for VQ > 2 we have localized states,

for VQ. < 2 extended states and VQ = 2 is the critical value. For

V Q = 1.98 we see well connected packets of quite a uniform maximum height, for

V Q = 2.001 localization is achieved in less than 10 ! sites whereas for V = 2

the connection and the heights of the packets are very reduced at far away sites but

rerfiin finite. This shows that up to V = 2 d (to tie discussed below) would

be 1 and X infinite. It is very difficult to determine whether there would

be a finite Jump in d at VQ •= 2 or a gradual transition, however, with a very

steep slope, much steeper than what is shown in Ref.l) for the random 1-d case.

Numerical studies for this model in a critical region are not completed yet.

We want to comment that the previous method of calculation of the wave-

function although necessary for the determination of d and for incommensurate

models, can b= replaced, for random nndels, when the localization length is

of interest, by another method which is much faster; though approximate.

Namely looking at Eq.{5) we can say that asymptotically the behaviour of the

wave-function will be determined by the inverse of the coefficient a n (for

large n ) . With this we get, for the diagonal random Anderson model the same

law as stated before with A = 93 and exponent 2. The off-diagonal Anderson

random model can also be studied in this way. We take a particular W r and
Wm Wm **

t • 1+c where -i < c < —i. , This in some way is a description of an
as a function of W foramorphous 1-d problem. In Figs.3a,b we show

different values of W and E = 1 x 10 . We see that the localization is

raster with this type of disorder than without it. To our knowledgey

for this model,the localization length has not been determined. We observe

an interesting feature here, namely for a given W and small W the localization
& 1

V
This IB observed for all the values of W we

£
have taken. This will mean some kind of transition not from the extended

regime (d«l) towards localized exponentially but from some kind of localization

(almost independent of the off-diagonal disorder) towards another, stronger

localization regime. We think it Is worth knowing whether these two regimes

will also be reflected in the behaviour of d (we expect a transition from

d. <1 towards d even lower).

We have also calculated the fractal dimensionality for the random diagonal

Anderson model in 1-d following Soukoulis and Economou . As suggested by

Mandelbrot the fractal dimensionality of such an object embedded in d-dlmensional

space can be determined from the relation

L

dr p(r) where p(r) is the density
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Using directly this definiton in the random problem gives not an unique d

but rather several different slopes, as collected from different environments

(due to the packet structure of the wave function). Therefore, Soukoulis and

Economou Buggest to take an average over the origin, namely we:
L

A(L) p(rQ) dr cLd

In this way a unique slope is obtained. They show our results in Fig.U. Our

values seem to be slightly lower than those given in Ref.l).

We have also studied d for the incommensurate model where different

slopes were also obtained if the averaging was not performed properly. The

numerical study of d for the incommensurate case is not completed yet. It

takes quite a lot of machine time especially in the regions vhere A is big.

Our interest is to determine d for the Aubry problem in the transition region.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a procedure for eliminating the increasing solution

for the localized wave functions in random and incommensurate 1-d models.

We also suggest a simple approximation which seems to work well, when the

determination of the localization length is of interest. We study with it the

behaviour of X with disorder for both the diagonal and off-diagonal random

Anderson's models. For the former case we confirm the relation found analytically

by. Thouless and verified with greater precision numerically by Czycholl et al.

For the letter case we obtain a result vhich shovs that the localization is not

affected by a small of-diagonal disorder and then shows a transition to a very

pronounced dependence of localization with the off-diagonal disorder. We also

calculate fractal dimensionality d (as defined by Soukoulis and Econoroou )

for the random diagonal Anderson model. We find reasonable agreement with their

results.

Our interest is to obtain d for the Aubry model of incommensurate

potentials in the critical region but this is not completed yet. We also show

how the wave functions actually look at the transition in this model.
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F i g s . l

FIGURE CAPTIONS

- Wave functions for the Aubry model a t every s i t e from -5000

t o 5000 s i t e s for d i f fe ren t values of the p o t e n t i a l s t rength VQ:

a) ui

b) ui

c) u>

d) u

e) (•)

= -0.07292137;

= -0.0729U189;

- -O.OT255583;

= -0.072552 ;
= -0.07239767;

vo
vo
vo
vo

0

= 1.96 ;
= 1.999 ;
= 2.00 ;

= 2.001 ;

= 2.005 ;

x = - 808

x - - 313

x = 1275
5 « -1801 i

it = -2018 >,

= 3000

= 1911*

Fig.2 - Localization length as a function of diagonal disorder for random

diagonal Anderson model.

Figs.3a,b - Localization length as a function of the off-diagonal disorder V^

for different values of the diagonal disorder W for the random
hi

Anderson model.

Fip.U - Fractal dimensionality as defined in the text as a function of the

diagonal disorder W for the random diagonal Anderson model.
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